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Incorporation: 1986/10/24
IPO: 1999/6/3
Stock code: 2465
Capital: 839 million NTD
Chairman & CEO: K.S. Lu
Headquarters: Taipei, Taiwan
Subsidiaries: China and Japan
Number of employees: 415
REVENUES
NTD in Million

Revenues 2020: 4548
Revenues 2021: 8823
Revenues 2022: 5311
Revenues 2023'1-11: 3684

Net profit for the period 2020: 27
Net profit for the period 2021: 435
Net profit for the period 2022: (196)
Net profit for the period 2023 Q1-Q3: (160)
A leading brand of graphics cards for 37 years

A full range of consumer/workstation graphics cards, powered by NVIDIA Ada Lovelace architecture, combining the third-generation RT core and the fourth-generation Tensor core, provide high-quality and diverse products to fully meet the needs of the market.
AI Cloud Computing Total Solution

- NVIDIA-Certified System for Enterprise
- System Planning, software Integration
The AIDMS management process uses a graphical interface. Users do not need to write programs (No-Code). Start AI deep learning and model training with one click, complete training and verification in three days, and quickly implement application in seven days. Even users who don’t understand AI and codes can quickly realize AI digital transformation with Leadtek’s assistance.

Accelerate your teaching environment construction, thesis research, industry-university planning.

- Semiconductor manufacturing
- Consumer electronics
- Automobile manufacturing
- Medical and pharmaceutical industry
- Beverage and food industry

- Defect detection
- Machine vision
- Smart monitoring

Industrial application

Educational application
Leadtek Zero Client & Thin Client


Leadtek delivers truly astounding graphics, highly responsive user-experience, outstanding power efficiency, and the most reliable solution to security-minded, performance-driven organizations over the most challenging network conditions to their on-premises workstations or virtual machine instances in data centers or public clouds.

• **Trusted Zero Client** — Bring remote security and PCoIP Ultra performance, managed through DMS management tool integrated with Anyware Trust Center, helping IT integrate Zero Trust architecture into digital workspaces
• **Zero Client** — No local storage and OS
• **Thin Client** — Smart card identity verification effectively improve security protection
• **Ultra-Thin Client** — Non-removable embedded memory (eMMC) protect sensitive business information
Leadtek is an NVIDIA authorized deep learning institute (DLI), and the courses are taught by Leadtek lecturers who are qualified NVIDIA DLI instructors. Nearly 2000 school and corporate training sessions have been completed, spanning across schools, finance, IT, medical, automobile manufacturing, and many other industries.
Leadtek is the Asia-Pacific distributor of the NVIDIA Omniverse Enterprise platform. Creators, designers, and engineers can integrate users and top professional 3D design tools on the Omniverse platform. As updates, iterations and changes do not require data preparation, they are instantly reflected to simplify the work process.
In a virtualized environment that’s powered by NVIDIA virtual GPUs, the NVIDIA virtual GPU (vGPU) software is installed at the virtualization layer along with the hypervisor. This software creates virtual GPUs that let every virtual machine share the physical GPU installed on the server. Demanding engineering and creative applications, as well as compute-intensive workloads like AI and data science, can be supported in a virtualized and cloud environment.

**NVIDIA Virtual Compute Server (vCS)**
Power the most compute-intensive workloads with virtual GPUs

**NVIDIA RTX Virtual Workstation (vWS)**
Virtual Workstations for creative and technical professionals using graphics applications.

**NVIDIA Virtual PC (vPC)**
Virtual desktop infrastructure for knowledge workers who use office productivity applications and multimedia.

**NVIDIA Virtual Applications (vApps)**
Application streaming with Remote Desktop Session Host solutions.
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Leadtek Big Data Solution

Provide efficiency-optimized information products and services that help decision making

We assist in the construction of data collection, modeling and cleaning, data storage, data acquisition, data analysis, decision-making models, and intelligent imaging platforms to help users in efficient management, precise focus on development strategies, and create value.

Fields of application

- Educational Unit
- Financial System
- Medical Institution
- Private Enterprise
- Public Agency
Leadtek has passed 3 information security certifications of SGS ISO

Leadtek has been certified by three international management systems: SGS ISO 27001 (information security), ISO 27017 (cloud service information security) and ISO 27701 (privacy information), providing customers with system information security, cloud security and personal information security. The all-round international high-standard security management service shows that Leadtek has become an international leader with the ability to strengthen software development management, information security and personal information protection.
Hospital discharge risk assessment (To avoid hospital readmission soon)

Rehabilitation at home

Physical and Mental Health Management AI Platform

Risk evaluation (ECG/heart sounds/blood pressure/blood sugar/cholesterol/smoking/Blood oxygen ...)

Quick screening

Community/ workplace

Clinic/Physical check-up

Referrals (10-second quick screening)

Household

Hospital

Health examination at hospital (PCG 18018b)

Fingertip Pulse Oximeter

Fidiotracker Wearable Pulse Oximeter / H3 Plus Patch

Fullskin Facial Repairing Essence

Relief Patch

Swing Ring

Health Keeper App

Care at home (Daily measurement, such as blood pressure)

Hospital discharge risk assessment (To avoid hospital readmission soon)

HRV/ HRV Guard Portable ECG Recorder/Stethoscope Recording Device

amor H2 Plus / H2 Pro / H2 Health band

OxiTracker Wearable Pulse Oximeter / H3 Plus Patch

Ear Thermometer/ Touch Free Infrared Thermometer

Health examination at hospital (PCG 18018b)
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OxiTracker Pulse Oximeter
(8D52 B)

Sleep Diagnostic Service Program

• The 8D52 Wearable Oximetry Monitor is a compact, wearable device indicated for use in monitoring, displaying, and storing functional oxygen saturation of arterial hemoglobin (%SpO2) and pulse rate (PR), with perfusion index (PI) indication.

• Fast combining autonomic nervous system data collection to synchronize sleep Handy quality analysis. By extracting sleep data and generating medical-grade sleep analysis reports, a diagnostic for sleep apnea doctor can use the report to diagnose the presence of sleep apnea further and determine the appropriate course of treatment.

• Intelligent power saving function: requires only two 2 AAA batteries, providing up to three nights of continuous use.
amor H3 Plus Patch

- Single-Lead ECG
- Up to 15 days of battery life
- 6-Lead ECG Phonocardiogram Mode
- Sound Detection Mode
- Rapid Screening Detection Mode
- Holter Mode
- Sleep Analysis Mode
Leadtek merged the world-renowned oximeter brand Alvital into its smart medical product line in 2019, further expanding its smart medical lineup. The Alvital fingertip pulse oximeter is designed, developed and manufactured in Taiwan.
Biotech Healthcare Products

Fullskin
Pleine Peau

FULLSKIN
Facial Repairing Essence

BtNPN COOLING
Deep Relief Patch
Biotech Ultrapermetration
Cool and Comfortable Fatigue Relief

Deep Relief, Embrace Vitality!
Natural Nano Penetration, the Choice of Essential Oil Patch Experts!

Patch size 8.7x10cm.
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amor PingShuai Ring provides the user with records of their daily practice parameters and their effects on the body.

2. The user’s swing parameters can be detected by using a three-dimensional accelerometer, so as to improve the efficiency and accuracy of exercise.

3. amor PingShuai Ring can detect the user’s HRV and biological age by a photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor.

4. APP of amor Pingshuai Ring provides the record of 100-day routine, and the user can experience the effective power of it.

5. amor PingShuai Ring is lightweight and waterproof, making it convenient to wear and use every day.
Smart Talkie ISM Voice/Data Communication

To address the inconvenience associated with handheld radios, the ISM Voice/Data hands-free two-way communication solution makes command and dispatch more convenient and seamless. In addition, the communication solution integrates the collection of "heart rate information" and "location information," allowing real-time monitoring of user movement and changes in physiological data. This enhances the safety and health management of personnel in industries such as construction, manufacturing, and transportation. The application scope can extend to group activities like hiking and running, providing features such as alerts for users exceeding heart rate limits and prompts for group care.